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Subject: final surey resultsSubject: final surey results

The	chart	is	a+ached	and	here	are	the	text	answers:
	
The biggest challenge I have right now is not "being allowed" to treat patients whose insurance
is with certain carriers. This is a false barrier to care the MUST be eliminated. Patients are
paying a phenomenal amount for their insurance and should be allowed to see any willing,
licensed provider in the state.

chirosue2025@gmail.com

Without doubt, copay parity is the most important use of our resources. cpdrarm@gmail.com

Scope is always most important in my opinion. A broad legal scope gives us a strong foundation
to lean on. mail@doctordavidclark.com

The preceptor program currently does not allow DC Students to ADJUST under supervision of a
NC-licensed Chiropractor. This eliminates NC as a option for many chiropractic students to
complete their preceptorship. Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia and 27 other states have laws
that allow this type of preceptor program. This will increase the potential number of new
Chiropractors coming into our state.

dhkeadle@gmail.com

Thanks for the hard work and long hours spent to protect our rights to practice!! backdoc@northstate.net

Particularly with Medicare Non-Covered services like exam, x-rays, and re-exams docbleary@gmail.com

Medicare to cover Chiropractic exams, x-rays and therapy treanorchiropractic@aol.com

How about prohibiting the attorneys from using the lien statute (providing the patient money)
when chiropractic is the only bill. briangualano@aol.com

High school Physicals increase the public's awareness, contributes to general and legislative
acceptance, reduces resistance to diagnostic expansion and makes other goals easier. dennislhallsr@hotmail.com

I am fairly new to this whole legistlative stuff and not sure what is very important to what is
important and so on but I do believe Chiro Care before Opioid is very important. Not only will this
help millions of people, it will create more referrals and hopefully decrease the amount of opioids
used in this world and bring for more education and the benefits chiropractic care can have on
an individual.

cschneible09@hotmail.com

I think if we join with the Attorneys about the billed vs. paid issue we will have much more
success! The Hospital Group also cause they are also getting nailed. tlove@vnet.net

I seriously doubt you'll accomplish anything from what I've seen in the past. Fire all your guns,
and make sure that everyone knows, that with no hard feelings, you'll be supporting anybody
who runs against those who oppose our agenda. Last year (while doing my work for the WFC) I
had a great conversation about legislative success with Dr. Cuneo about the time when he was
involved in Cal. You should call him and ask about how he got legislative respect. Sorry, if I
sound negative! Good luck!

sylvachiropracticcenter@frontier.com

Good Work Joe, 
Salvatore saldaniele@hotmail.com

I think chiro care before opiods would help more people but my confidence in that happening is
lower than my second pick happening which would be having a true preceptor program for
students.

drruss@russchiro.com

Chiropractors needs to embrace broader scope responsibility for patient management.
Chiropractors should aim to serve as natural medicine primary care physicians, possibly with
limited prescription rights. The alternative is that the profession will increasingly be defined
simply as a procedure and chiropractors simply as therapists. We will become irrelevant as other
providers win the right to provide CMT. The spinal adjustment should be the foundation of the
profession, not the ceiling.

drshaver@doctorshaver.com

I think its imperative that the NCCA develop non insurance reimbursement strategies as fee for
service reimbursement has peaked for all health care providers and will continue to free fall. We
must look to those organization that put together effective integrated treatment options that
insure the profession

drreilly@fairviewdc.com

Would be fantastic for legislation to encourage both private practice MDs/ pain management
clinics and the VA to be encouraged to consider chiropractic before opiods. Copay parity is a
close second on this list

stakerchiropractic@gmail.com
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